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Abstract: Interior and exterior wind turbine blade inspections are necessary to extend the lifetime of
wind turbine generators. The use of unmanned vehicles is an alternative to exterior wind turbine
blade inspections performed by technicians that require the use of cranes and ropes. Interior wind
turbine blade inspections are even more challenging due to the confined spaces, lack of illumination,
and the presence of potentially harmful internal structural components. Additionally, the cost of
manned interior wind turbine blade inspections is a major limiting factor. This paper analyses all
aspects of the viability of using manually controlled or autonomous aerial vehicles for interior wind
turbine blade inspections. We discuss why the size, weight, and flight time of a vehicle, in addition
to the structure of the wind turbine blade, are the main limiting factors in performing internal blade
inspections. We also describe the design issues that must be considered to provide autonomy to
unmanned vehicles and the control system, the sensors that can be used, and introduce some of the
algorithms for localization, obstacle avoidance and path planning that are best suited for the task.
Lastly, we briefly describe which non-destructive test instrumentation can be used for the purpose.

Keywords: UAV; wind turbine inspection; autonomy; wind turbine blade; indoors UAV

1. Introduction

Wind turbines (WT), machines that convert wind power into electricity, have been
around for over a century, with first ones appearing in 1887 and 1888 [1,2]. Lately, wind
turbines have been gaining more attention as a renewable source of energy, rapidly growing
in numbers [3,4]. At present, 6% of the global electricity demands can be covered by WTs [5],
with 10% in USA alone in the year 2020 and this is expected to grow closer to 20% by
the year 2030 [6]. WTs are large structures that are subject to various defects, requiring
periodic maintenance [7]. Damages like delamination of the blade or erosion may not
cause complete failure of the WT, but it will affect its efficiency [8–10]. Without proper
inspections and repairs, turbines can fail completely, resulting in both energy generation
loss and damage to the surrounding area [11]. It is estimated that offshore turbines can
suffer approximately 10 failures per year by its third operational year [12]. On the other
hand, proper maintenance can increase annual energy production by 5%, profits by 20%
and extend wind turbine’s life span [13,14]. With damage to WTs being unavoidable, an
optimal strategy is needed between maintenance efforts and costs due to failures [7,15].
The Wind Turbine Blades (WTBs) are one of the most expensive parts of the structure [16],
both in terms of material and labour costs [17,18], and replacing them is a costly operation,
therefore, preventative maintenance is necessary.

Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) is the standard way of performing inspection and this
is usually done by manned operations [19]. However, as the number of WTs grows, so does
the amount of human-involved accidents and fatalities during maintenance [20], calling for
the use of unmanned inspection methods. An unmanned inspection is a cheaper [21] and
more efficient alternative, with exterior inspections being done in 15 min using Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) [22]. Air pollution is another reason to choose Unmanned Vehicles
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(UVs), since while a WT is down for inspection, the energy loss needs to be compensated
for, using other energy sources, such as coal. While WTs emit 0.011 to 0.014 kg CO2/kWh,
coal emissions are 0.87 to 1 kg CO2/kWh, according to [23–26]. For offshore wind farms,
the CO2 emissions of marine vessels used for inspection need to be considered as well.
For a 400 MW offshore wind farm in Denmark, it is estimated that total annual emissions
would be 7274 tonnes of CO2—or 0.01% of Denmark’s annual emissions in 2011—from
a fleet of 16 crew transportation vessels and 1 offshore support vessel [27]. Performing
regular inspections using UVs could reduce CO2 emissions by prolonging the lifetime of
the WT and requiring less inspection crew. It is also estimated that this 400 MW offshore
wind farm would save about 690,000 tonnes of CO2 per year with the least efficient turbines
available [27]. UVs could help perform inspections faster, reducing reliance on coal and
other energy sources during downtime of WTs.

UAVs have been applied in other inspection tasks such as: pipelines [28,29], search
and rescue missions [30,31], air quality measurement [32], agriculture [33,34] and
other fields [35]. Unmanned inspection platforms have been used in WT inspection
as well [22,36–52]. However, both land and air UVs tend to focus on the exterior and
NDT inspections [53–56]. While exterior inspections and NDTs provide the majority of
information about possible defects in WTBs, there is still a possibility of defects occurring
in the interior only [57], requiring inspection from inside the turbine as well.

The goal of this paper is to analyze the problems in designing UVs and especially
UAVs for interior WTB inspections. The usage of UAVs for exterior WT inspections has
shown positive results, hence we reason that using UAVs for interior WTB inspections
could reduce inspection time, cost and associated risk to human life. Faster and cheaper
interior WTB inspections could potentially improve the lifetime and efficiency of the WT.
In this paper we analyze all the aspects involved in performing interior WTB inspections
using manually operated and autonomous UAVs. We also describe some of the algorithms
and techniques that can be used to design an UAV capable of performing internal WTB
inspections. The information contained in this paper is aimed at researchers and specialists
interested in all design aspects related to the use of manually controlled and autonomous
vehicles for the specific task of internal wind turbine blade inspections.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes manned
exterior and interior WTB inspections and its challenges. In Section 3, discussion on
unmanned platforms for the exterior and interior WTB inspections as well as the problems
of designing an UV for interior WTB inspections is carried out. Section 4 formulates the
design specifications for an internal WTB inspection UAV based on known challenges. A
discussion is provided in Section 5, where we talk about future trends and fields where
more research is needed. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude with our findings and how they
reflect the goal of this paper.

2. Inspections of Wind Turbine Blades

WT structural components may be produced with manufacturing defects [7], but
also suffer from constant damage from the environment while in operation, especially the
blades that are commonly affected by lightning strikes, collision with insects, accumulation
of ice and dirt, corrosion due to saltwater or erosion due to rain and small dirt particles
in the wind [16,57–60]. Manned interior and exterior inspections can be carried out by
trained expert technicians that use ropes or cranes to move around and inside the turbines
to perform tests using special tools [61]. These technicians use various NDT methods such
as ultrasound, thermography, shearography, visual inspection or radiography to gather
damage information about various parts of the turbine [57,62,63]. These methods are
applied in different situations and work better under certain conditions [64]. For example,
infrared thermography is affected by ambient heat, ultrasound—by electrical noise and
applying radiography requires special permits. For interior inspections, crawler robots
can be used as well [65]. Alternatively, sensors can be embedded in the blades, providing
continuous monitoring of the status of the structure [66]. On the other hand, these sensors
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increase the cost of the blade considerably, as it scales with the size of the blade as well as
quality and quantity of the sensors. Moreover, the sensors can suffer damages along with
the rest of the blade, for example, when the blade is hit by a lightning strike, making this
inspection method less attractive [16].

In order to ensure a safe and thorough inspection process, maintenance technicians
should follow standard guidelines during inspection [59]. This includes the use of safety
procedures as well as the recommendations for which sections to inspect and which types of
defects to look for. Depending on the severity of the damages or defects, repairs should be
carried out immediately or a followup inspection performed at a later time [57]. Moreover,
all types of inspections are required-exterior, interior and NDT. Even in a best case scenario,
exterior inspection and NDT can detect only 90% of the defects [57].

A WTB, as seen in Figure 1, is made up of two aero shells bonded together, with
a shear web located in the middle. The shear webs, seen in Figure 1, can also come in
different formations, consisting of wider or narrower beams placed closer or further apart,
as seen in Figure 2. These shear webs are bonded to the WTB and reinforce it, but they also
create obstacles for anyone inside the WTB. Besides having constrained space, the WTB is
also an enclosed location. With no direct sunlight, visibility is reduced and artificial light
sources are needed in order to avoid hazards. WTBs have limited space, as it gets narrower
while approaching the tip, as seen in Figure 1. For example, on a 61.5 m blade, the width
is about 3 m and thickness is about 0.54 m at 2

3 of blade’s length [67]. As such, manned
inspections are usually limited to two thirds of the blade. With WTBs being as long as
107 m in length [68], it also becomes difficult to evacuate in the case of an emergency, as
the workers need to travel large distances in confined space. There is also risk of falling
for the maintenance workers, as accessing the WTB requires first climbing to the WTB
either through the turbine tower, which can be 100 m in height [69] or accessing it from an
entrance located on the nacelle.

SHEAR WEBS

0.54𝑚

3𝑚

Figure 1. Dimensions of a sample 61.5 m Wind Turbine Blades (WTB), using the NREL 5MW blade as a reference [67].

CLOSED SHELL BOX SPAR LOAD CARYING SHELL

SHEAR WEBS

Figure 2. Cross-section of the WTB with different shear web formations.
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The interior WTB inspection may reveal damages to the shear webs located in the
WTB, the interior WTB cracks, structural manufacturing damages, corrosion of the interior
due to infiltration of saltwater or erosion of the bonding material due to accumulation of
the liquids or dirt inside the WTB. Despite this, internal WTB inspections are not common
due to their costs. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, a manned inspection of
the WTB interior can take 1 to 2 h per blade, while an entire 8 MW WT inspection can
take roughly 8 h including additional time needed for shut-off of the turbine and safety
procedures. Although there is no data available on how much time it takes for an UV
to do the same inspection in the interior, UV approaches are known to be faster than
manned inspections on the exterior of the WTBs [14,22,40] A single turbine inspection
using UAVs, including transportation and other operations, is estimated to take 1.5 h, while
rope access-based inspection would take 8 h [70]. Besides reducing inspection time, there
are other motivations for using unmanned solutions. In particular, while working inside
the WTB, the workers are facing risks due to fires, explosions, falling from high ground
or slipping, high voltage equipment, static electricity build-up, presence of hazardous
chemicals and lack of oxygen [71–73]. Unmanned inspections of WTB interior could also
reduce inspection costs, as they did in the exterior inspections [21], by reducing required
crew size, marine vessel number needed for offshore WT inspections and lower the WT
downtime. Therefore, there is a need to analyze the convenience of using UVs for inspection
of the interior of WTBs.

3. Unmanned Wind Turbine Blade Inspections

Research on the usage of UVs for exterior inspection of WTB includes robotic vehicles
using wheels that travel along the turbine’s parts [53,56,74,75]. Similarly, various UAV
approaches have also been reported in [54,55,76–78], including the use of machine learning
models for defect detection based on data taken by UAVs [79,80]. Usage of machine
learning allows to speed up the inspection process by detecting defects and generating
reports as the UV performs the inspection.

While the topic of exterior WTB inspection using UVs is well researched, to our best
knowledge, there are no academic works focusing on UVs for internal WT blade inspections.
However, attempts to realize such technology have been made in now-withdrawn patents.
For instance, an invention proposed in [81] uses a platform with sensors that is lowered
into a WTB by a crane located in the tower of the turbine. In [82], an UAV for turbine
inspection is proposed, which could be used to inspect the turbine from the outside, but
the UAV could also enter the turbine from an access point and inspect the nacelle from
inside. In [83], an UAV operating entirely inside the wind turbine, waiting in stand-by
mode and remotely operated from outside, is proposed. The UAV proposed in [83] would
be equipped with necessary sensors for navigation and gathering inspection data, as well
as communication methods to send inspection data back to the operating station outside.

However, to potentially use UVs for interior WTB inspection, challenges of operating
an UV inside a WTB need to be explored. Besides the problems faced by maintenance
workers mentioned in the previous section, an UV operating inside the turbine cannot be
seen by the operator directly. The UV needs to be equipped with additional cameras or
sensors so that the platform could navigate in the enclosed space, either remotely operated
by a person or autonomously. Moreover, localization is a problem in Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS)-denied environments [84,85], such as WTB. An Indoor Positioning
System (IPS) is needed for obstacle avoidance, navigation and localization. The vehicle
may also need additional light sources to illuminate the area for easier navigation. Lastly,
the UV requires to also carry the sensors and tools needed to detect the defects. Hence, the
UV needs to be small and robust enough to be able to freely navigate in an enclosed space
with obstacles, yet powerful enough to carry all of the necessary equipment.

Another issue is that as WT operates, it builds up static electricity due to wind’s
interaction with the WTBs. Static electricity as well as lightning strikes in WTBs are being
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grounded by the grounding stations at the bottom of the WT [72]. However, if it is not
properly mitigated, the static electricity may affect the UV operating inside the WTB.

To address some of these problems, commercial solutions are available [86] or in
development [87]. A platform equipped with cameras, similar to the one proposed in [81], is
used by [86], which still requires maintenance workers to set up and operate the equipment
from the inside of the WT. A wheeled UV navigates in the WTB and inspects it [87].
However, a land-based UV using wheels [87], a crawler robot [65] or a similar approach
has limited maneuverability, as they require either being attached to, or travel on, a
surface. Travelling through an uneven surface for a crawler and wheeled robots can be
difficult [71,88]. In particular, navigating around shear webs, seen in Figures 1 and 2, could
be difficult for a small wheeled platform due to uneven surface or challenging for a large
platform due to lack of space. Meanwhile, UAVs have more degrees of freedom, being
capable of moving in any direction. However, an UAV operating in confined space also
faces the challenges of obstacle avoidance, as any collision could cause a crash [71]. Some
solutions have already been developed and applied, allowing UAVs to operate in confined
spaces. An UAV with protective frame [89] can prevent the UAV from causing damage to
the interior of the structure and provide easier navigation by bouncing off of obstacles.

On the other hand, UAVs are not perfect either. UAVs operating inside WTBs need
to be small and lightweight, limiting the battery capacity and flight time. A manually
operated UAV also requires constant radio communication, which has a limited range
and may be absorbed or deflected by the walls of WT. Manual flight is challenging, as the
UAV’s movement needs to be precise to avoid hitting obstacles yet fast to conserve battery
lifetime. Moreover, oscillations in the WTB caused by the wind [90] create another risk
of the UAV colliding with the walls of the WTB when hovering in the air. The UAV also
requires cameras and sensors to help with navigation, which affects the flight time due
to increased weight. However, these problems could be partially solved with advancing
technologies, such as autonomous flight or improved batteries. The design of an UAV for
internal WTB inspection should address all previous issues.

4. UAVs for Internal Wind Turbine Blade Inspections

An UAV performing interior WTB inspections can enter the blade through a manhole,
fly into each section of the blade and gather footage of the defects with on-board cameras.
To achieve this, the challenges discussed in Sections 2 and 3 must be considered. For
an UAV operating inside a WTB, size is a limiting factor, as there is constrained space
inside the blade, as shown in Figure 1. Other design choices such as flight time, weight,
aerodynamic disturbances and navigation methods must be considered as well.

4.1. Physical Design

A quad-copter, a popular type of an UAV, offers a good trade-off between maneuver-
ability, size and lift force [91]. Although UAVs with more motors aid with redundancy and
produce more thrust, they come at a cost of increased weight, size and power consumption.
Off-the-shelf flight controllers are used in commercial quad-copters to provide compact
hardware and firmware needed for stabilization and movement of the UAV. In [92], an
overview of popular open source flight controllers is given, however, they have limited
hardware support and are not designed for confined space maneuverability in terms of con-
trol methods. Commercial quad-copters that are under 10 cm in diameter exist [93,94] and
could navigate closer to the tip of the blade seen in Figure 1. However, these quad-copters
can carry light loads only, limiting their flight time to 3–5 min [93,94]. Larger quad-copters
can extend the flight time to 10 min or more [95,96], and can be equipped with additional
sensors and cameras, but the length of the blade they can inspect would be limited due to
increased size. Therefore, physical design of the UAV for interior WTB inspections starts
with a trade-off between size, lift force and flight time.
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4.1.1. Required Flight Time

The UAV needs enough flight time to fly into all accessible sections of the blade and
back. To calculate the flight time, an assumption can be made that each shear web produces
a new section in the blade that extends throughout the entire blade length that the UAV
needs to inspect. This assumption stems from Figures 1 and 2, where each shear web is
shown to split the WTB into two uneven parts. Therefore, the flight time required for a
single blade is defined by Equation (1):

Tf light =
(2 · x · L)(1 + N) + D

vavg
+ Tplus (1)

where Tf light is the flight time required for the inspection of the blade, x is the specified
fraction of the length of the WTB that the UAV can navigate through, L is the length of
the blade, N is the number of shear webs, D is the overhead distance between the point
of origin and the entrance of the blade, vavg is the average speed of the UAV and Tplus is
overhead time, defined by three parameters, seen in Equation (2):

Tplus = {Tb, Tp, To f } (2)

where Tb is the time needed to change a battery, which could happen multiple times
throughout turbine inspection, Tp is the equipment positioning time and To f is the time
introduced by any other factors.

4.1.2. Achievable Flight Time

The flight time required for a WTB inspections varies with the blade specifications.
However, the required flight time may not be achievable by the UAV if the UAV is too
heavy, requiring more power to produce the necessary thrust to take off and move. For
an UAV to hover, the lift force Fli f t produced by the UAV needs to equal the gravitational
force Fgravity, as shown in Equation (3).

Fli f t = Fgravity = mUAV · g (3)

Here, mUAV is the mass of the UAV and g is the gravitational acceleration. The mass
of the UAV is divided into the mass of the battery mbattery, which could change with higher
capacity batteries, and the body of the UAV mbody, which can be assumed to be static, as
shown in Equation (4).

mUAV = mbody + mbattery (4)

The mass of the battery can be written as a product of the battery’s specific energy ε
and battery’s energy capacity C [97], as shown in Equation (5).

mbattery = ε · C (5)

Therefore, the mass of the battery scales linearly with its capacity. However, the lift
force is a product of the square of the motor angular velocity ω and constant k, which
consists of motor torque and motor back-emf constants, torque proportionality to thrust
constant, air pressure and area swept by the propeller [98], as shown in Equation (6).

Fli f t = k ·ω2 (6)

Angular velocity for a motor is a relationship between power P and torque τ, as
shown in Equation (7).

ω =
P
τ

(7)
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We can then rewrite hovering Equation (3), as shown in Equation (8).

k ·
(

P
τ

)2

= mbody + ε · C (8)

The quadratic relationship between the battery capacity and power requirement
dictates that doubling the battery capacity quadruples the power consumed by the motors
to keep the UAV in the air. Moreover, the achievable lift force is dictated by the limits of
the motor and propeller combination. Furthermore, increasing motor power consumption
also increases the heat produced by the motors, potentially damaging them if the heat is
too high [99]. Therefore, there is a trade-off between weight carried by the UAV and the
achievable flight time.

4.1.3. Size

The optimal size of the UAV can be calculated based on the dimensions of the blade
as the blade gets narrower moving towards the tip of the blade. For a 61.5 m blade [67],
seen in Figure 1, the width is 3 m at 2

3 of the blade, but the shear web splits the blade into
three uneven sections. The thickness in the middle of the horizon of the reference blade
is given as 0.54 m, as seen in Figure 1, leaving limited space for an UAV operating close
to the blade’s walls. Moreover, since the length of the blade can vary [68,69,100] and the
shear webs can come in different arrangements, as seen in Figure 2, one size of the UAV
may not be applicable to all WTBs. On one hand, small UAV design that still offers enough
lift force and flight time would be most optimal, allowing to inspect smaller blades. At the
edges of the blades, small commercially available manually controlled UAVs with limited
capabilities, such as [93] or [94], could be used. Having a width of around 10 cm, they
can be flown into the narrow ends of the blades while still being capable of recording the
inspection with an on-board camera. On the other hand, with WTs growing in size [101]
we can expect larger blades in the future and the interior WTB inspection UAVs could be
larger for those WTs, allowing the UAVs to carry more sensors and inspection equipment
for better navigation and damage detection.

4.2. Navigation and Control

In Sections 2 and 3, navigation challenges inside a WTB for an UAV were introduced.
To reiterate, the challenges are: (1) the GNSS signal-denied environment has constrained
and enclosed space with irregular surfaces and no natural illumination, (2) IPS is needed
for localization, path planning and obstacle avoidance, (3) Blade oscillations due to the
wind act as a moving obstacle, (4) there are aerodynamic disturbances to consider for an
UAV operating inside a constrained space, (5) the UAV could be autonomous or manually
controlled by an operator outside of the WT and both control methods present challenges
that will be discussed in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.2, respectively.

4.2.1. Aerodynamic Disturbances and Mitigation

Inside a WTB, the wind does not disturb the UAV, however, due to the confined space,
the UAV will be in close proximity to the walls of the WTB, especially when nearing the
tip of the blade. As propellers spin, they create changes in pressure below and above the
propeller, causing changes in airflow. However, the walls of the WTB act as obstacles for
the airflow and alter the airflow’s trajectory [102], causing disturbances for the UAV in a
form of additional thrust. This behaviour is referred to as ground, ceiling and wall effects,
named after the surfaces that the UAV is in close proximity to [103].

In contrast with the other two effects, the ground effect is well researched, where the
Cheeseman-Bennet model [104], seen in Equation (9), has been derived for the ground
effect for a helicopter:

FIGE
FOGE

=
1

1− ( R
4Z )

2
i f f

Z
R

> 0.25 (9)
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Here, FIGE is the thrust with in-ground-effect - the force created by the motors while
the vehicle is close enough to the ground and FOGE is the thrust due to out-of-ground-effect,
when the vehicle is high enough and not affected by the ground effect anymore, R is the
radius of the propeller and Z is the distance between the vehicle and the ground. The
ground effect is a ratio between the vehicle’s relative height and its propeller size, which
relates to additional thrust produced when the vehicle is close to the ground. Experiments
with quad-copters in [105,106] have shown that the height to propeller radius ratio Z

R , at
which the ground effect is negligible, so that FIGE ≈ FOGE, can be between 3 and 5. More
thorough experimentation done in [103] have shown that the Z

R ratio until FIGE ≈ FOGE can
be larger than 5 and it depends on the placement of motors from the body centre as well as
the type of propellers used. While the ground effect is present, the UAV requires less power
to hover due to additional thrust, however, the ground effect also makes stabilization with
conventional controllers challenging due to the unknown disturbances. In [107], it was
shown that a controller, that is used to stabilize the UAV in mid-air, produces oscillations
while the UAV is affected by the ground effect. In a WTB scenario, when the UAV is close
to ground, especially towards the tip of the blade, it will experience the ground effect,
affecting navigation due to oscillations. [107] proposed an adaptive control method using
rapidly switching controllers when the UAV is in close proximity to the ground. While the
control method used in [107] has reduced the altitude error produced by the ground effect,
the height threshold for switching controllers was chosen arbitrarily based on known Z

R
range. In [108], the ground effect is treated as an always present unknown disturbance
estimated by a Kalman filter and compensated for by a Model Predictive Control (MPC).
The advantage of having a robust control strategy such as [108] over adaptive control
approach used in [107] is that the Z

R ratio does not need to be known beforehand, as
external disturbances such as aerodynamic disturbances are treated as a noise affecting the
system at all times.

Ceiling effect displays similarities to the ground effect, producing additional lifting
thrust when the UAV is near the ceiling due to changes in airflow trajectory [102,103,105].
The ceiling effect is also based on a Z

R ratio [103]. However, while the ceiling effect produces
oscillations when attempting to hover near ceiling, there is also a risk of crashing into the
ceiling as the UAV gains more thrust the closer it is to the ceiling. Due to constrained
space in a WTB and low thickness of the blade, especially near the tip, the UAV will be
experiencing ceiling effect often. In order to ensure that the UAV does not collide with the
ceiling, it needs to be compensated for before the UAV can operate inside a WTB. Due to
similarities between ground and ceiling effects, controllers proposed in [107,108] could be
adapted for the ceiling effect.

The third disturbance is the wall effect, which differs from ground and ceiling effects.
While wall effect experiments in [102] have shown that the wall effect is negligible, more
thorough experimentation in [103] has shown that the wall effect both pulls in the UAV
towards the wall and alters its attitude, causing tilting towards the wall. This effect presents
a hazard for an UAV operating inside a WTB, as both the walls of the blade and the shear
webs can produce the wall effect. Due to constrained space in the blade, the UAV will
experience stronger wall effect as it approaches the tip of the WTB, presenting a risk of
collision if the effect is not compensated for. Authors in [109] have proposed a method for
detecting when the UAV experiences the wall effect, allowing the UAV to keep its distance.
Controllers used by [107,108] may also be adapted for the relevant angles.

Although there are several works exploring the aerodynamic disturbances affecting
an UAV operating in a constrained space, there are two additional challenges present
in the WTB. Firstly, the surfaces in the WTB are curved and complex, while works
in [102,103,105–109] have only considered flat surfaces. To the best of our knowledge,
there are insufficient academic works dealing with the aerodynamic disturbances for quad-
copters operating near uneven surfaces. Secondly, an UAV operating inside a WTB will be
subject to multiple aerodynamic disturbances at the same time, as the blade gets narrower
towards the tip. To the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of academic papers that have
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analyzed the interactions between all three aerodynamic disturbances and their effects on
an UAV operating in a constrained space. However, while the aerodynamic disturbances
present stabilization challenges and collision hazards, the ground and ceiling effects could
potentially be beneficial. The additional thrust produced due to close proximity to the
ground and ceiling in a WTB would reduce the power requirements for the UAV to hover,
conserving battery lifetime. Therefore, aerodynamic disturbances for an UAV in a WTB
present a unique control and optimization challenge that requires further research.

4.2.2. Manual Navigation

Compared to autonomous navigation, manual UAV navigation can be a cheap and
easy to implement solution that leaves the navigation challenges in the hands of the
operator. However, the UAV operating inside a WTB cannot be seen by an operator outside
of the WTB, requiring a camera to transmit the UAV’s surroundings for the operator to
navigate. Moreover, the enclosed space acts as an obstacle for radio signals used by the
camera and control input receiver. For better signal propagation, lower frequency signals
could be used [110]. There is also a lack of illumination inside the blade, requiring light
sources to be mounted on the UAV for the operator to be able to see the camera’s footage.
Manually controlled UAV in a constrained space also requires obstacle detection and
avoidance methods to avoid collision with obstacles in the UAV’s blind spots. Time-of-
Flight (ToF) sensors such as ultrasound or active infrared sensors could provide a means of
detecting when the UAV is close to an obstacle, preventing the operator from flying closer
to the obstacle or moving the UAV away from the obstacle. A protective frame could also
be mounted on the UAV to allow the UAV to bounce off from the obstacles in the case
of a collision [96], however, the protective frame would increase the dimensions of the
UAV, reducing the amount of the WTB the UAV can access. A manually controlled UAV
for interior WTB inspection would also require localization methods to provide detailed
information about the location of the damages detected by the UAV. Localization methods
and more advanced obstacle avoidance approaches will be discussed in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.3. Autonomous Navigation

Autonomous navigation for an interior WTB inspection UAV could offer more efficient
inspections than a manually controlled UAV. With algorithms handling navigation, obstacle
avoidance and damage inspection simultaneously, the UAV could perform inspection faster,
conserve battery lifetime and reduce labour costs by removing the need for an operator to
control the UAV. On the other hand, localization and mapping methods need to provide
real-time information about the UAV’s surroundings paired with high frequency sensors
that need to see in all directions in order to gather full information of the surrounding
area. Autonomous navigation becomes a computationally expensive operation which re-
quires more hardware than a manually controlled UAV. For example, computers weighing
45 g [111] and multiple cameras or LiDARs weighing 75 [112] and 95 [113] grams, respec-
tively, could provide mapping of surrounding area. However, increased weight would
result in higher energy requirements for the motors and the power consumption would
be affected by additional hardware as well, demanding larger batteries. Therefore, the
autonomous navigation UAV has an increased weight and cost due to necessary hardware
compared to a manually controlled UAV, but offers improved inspection speed and lowers
inspection labour costs.

Obstacle Avoidance and Localization

An autonomous UAV operating in a constrained space needs to have precise informa-
tion of the obstacles surrounding the UAV. Knowing the exact position of the defects is vital
for the WT owners, so the autonomous UAV needs precise localization as well. Localization
allows the UAV to know how relatively close the obstacles are to the UAV and the relative
location of the detected defects. Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is a popu-
lar solution for obstacle avoidance and localization in autonomous UAVs [114–116]. SLAM
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generates a map of the surrounding area and estimates the distance to each obstacle based
on sensor data. ToF sensors such as Light Distance and Ranging (LiDAR) can provide high
frequency data that is used by SLAM to create real-time online mapping of the surrounding
area [117]. However, there is a large amount of data from the surrounding environment
that needs to be updated constantly, connecting each data point perceived by the sensors
together to form a map. As a real-time solution, SLAM requires high amount of computing
power to estimate the distances between objects several times every second [118] in order
for the UAV to constantly avoid collision. Moreover, LiDARs and other ToF sensors are
subject to scattering or multipath interference [119]. In a WTB scenario where the surfaces
are uneven, signal scattering or multipath interference may present a challenge for SLAM
implementation, as sensors could return incorrect information. Furthermore, having full
vision of the surrounding area requires multiple ToF sensors or LiDARs with large sweep-
ing angle, which contributes to the cost and weight and increasing the power consumption
of the UAV [120]. However, many types of SLAM exist [114], with Visual SLAM (V-SLAM)
offering a popular alternative to LiDAR sensor-based SLAM implementations [121–124].
Vision-based approaches contain information-rich scenes, offering more data over ToF
and similar sensors that only provide information about detected points. Monocular,
stereo, depth and other cameras can be used for V-SLAM [125,126], providing high flex-
ibility in terms of hardware used. On the other hand, V-SLAM operates by recognizing
distinguishing features of the objects detected by the camera, such as edges, corners or
colours [125,126], which can present challenges in scenarios such as a WTB. Inside a WTB,
the surfaces are curved and a low-texture environment with no sunlight, which are known
challenges for V-SLAM [127]. Due to constant motion of the UAV, the camera footage may
also appear blurry, which presents another challenge for V-SLAM algorithms [125,126]. On
the other hand, the WTB environment is static and lacks moving obstacles, which allows
V-SLAM to treat all changes between camera frames as a movement of the UAV. However,
both LiDAR SLAM and V-SLAM have their advantages and disadvantages [120,128,129].
While LiDAR SLAM offers more accurate mapping, V-SLAM uses cheaper and lighter
sensors and could re-purpose cameras used for inspection or navigation. On the other
hand, both methods may potentially encounter problems in a WTB environment due to
curved surfaces, low-texture environment and lack of sunlight. Nevertheless, localization
and obstacle avoidance is crucial for any UAV operating inside a WTB and either of SLAM
implementations could fulfill this task if the operational limitations can be overcome.

Path Planning

Global path planning for an UAV requires having the map of the area that considers
the boundaries for an UAV to use as constraints [130]. With a known map, accurate and
precise navigation can be achieved [131,132]. For a single WTB, a map consisting of blade
dimensions such as the one seen in Figure 1 could be used. On the other hand, many
different blades exist [17,18,68,69,100] and the different arrangements of shear webs, seen
in Figure 2, present another mapping challenge. Therefore, generating a map for every
blade becomes an infeasible solution. Path planning in unknown environments is a broad
subject with many challenges and solutions [130], as it can include path generation and
optimization based on parameters such as time or distance and obstacle-free navigation to
destination. One approach could be the use of signals emitted by emitters embedded in a
WTB to provide a path for the UAV. In [133], emitters were embedded at target locations,
allowing the UAV to navigate by measuring the signals emitted by the targets. In a WTB
scenario, these emitters could be embedded in key locations such as manhole entrance
or the safe region for UAV to fly into. On the other hand, it would also require making
modifications to the WTB and maintaining these emitters, making it an infeasible approach
on a large scale. Another possible approach could be a Bug algorithm, which is a common
collision-free solution used in robotics [134,135]. Using a local map generated by a SLAM
algorithm, an UAV operating in a WTB could navigate in the blade by flying in close
proximity to a wall of the blade as a means of path planning. However, this approach
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poses the risk of collision with the walls of the WTB if the blade starts oscillating. More-
over, Bug algorithm based path planning lacks optimization with respect to aerodynamic
disturbances and distance travelled. To optimize the path generation based on the local
map, MPC could be used instead [130]. The map generated by SLAM could be used as
prediction horizon and constraints, providing optimal solution for an UAV inside the WTB
based on the information that the cameras and sensors acquire. The MPC can update the
path when new information is available [108,136–138], while also taking the aerodynamic
disturbances or the UAV’s dynamics into consideration. Finally, with large enough map of
the environment, MPC could generate the quickest or least power consuming collision-free
path for the UAV to take while performing the interior WTB inspection.

4.3. Damage Detection

To perform the inspection, an UAV operating inside a WTB should also have NDT
instrumentation to detect the damages in the blade. Various NDT tools are used for exterior
WT inspections [64,70,139,140] and could be implemented on an internal WTB inspection
UAV. However, given the structure of a WTB, the NDT instrumentation used on an UAV
needs to be small, lightweight, have relatively low power consumption and perform
well without sunlight. Several popular NDT tools have been implemented on exterior
WTB inspection UVs before and could be considered as a potential damage detection
instrumentation to be carried by an internal WTB inspection UAV. A summary of these
methods can be seen in Table 1. RGB cameras have been used by UAVs [22,40,45], but their
damage detection capabilities are limited to surface damages only [70] and require proper
illumination. In [54], optical thermography has been used on a helicopter for exterior WTB
inspections, allowing to detect subsurface damages as well. Ultrasound NDT has been
used in manual inspections [19,141] and for exterior WT inspections using an UAV in [55].
However, the ultrasound NDT tool used in [55] changed the body mass centre, making
stabilization challenging. Moreover, sensor readings were affected by the precision of
the UAV as well as the electrical noise produced by the motors. Sherography is another
NDT tool used for WT inspections and has been implemented on a robotic exterior WT
inspection platform in [56]. However, subsurface defect detection by sheorography is
limited [70]. Radiography for exterior WT inspections has been implemented on a robotic
platform in [53], however, radiation emitted by radiographic NDT is dangerous to humans
and require special permits to operate, increasing operating costs and risks. While more
commonly used in agriculture, multi-spectral cameras have been fitted on UAVs [33,142]
and could prove to be a viable NDT instrumentation for an internal WTB inspection UAV.
However, the cost of multi-spectral cameras are a limiting factor, with near infrared multi-
spectral camera prices ranging between $4500 [143] and $16,000 [144] and more depending
on the spectrum range.

Defect detection rates could be improved using AI and deep learning to automatically
classify and localize the damages observed in inspection footage. In water pipeline inspec-
tions, it is estimated that around 20% to 25% of defects are missed due to human errors,
which are attributed to stress and difference in inspection worker skill levels [145–151].
In water pipeline inspections, AI-based defect detection rates were displayed to be com-
parable to human detection rates [145–155]. Deep learning is utilised in exterior WT
inspections [22,45,80] and could be utilised in interior WTB inspections as well, having
an AI classify, localize defects within the inspection frame and infer bounding boxes for
the defects in the inspection footage. Reports for WT owners could then be generated
automatically, displaying the defect, defect’s location relative to the WTB and the defect’s
type. However, the challenge of designing and training an accurate deep learning model
is having a large, diverse and consistent training set based on samples from previous
inspections with defects manually labeled beforehand [150].
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Table 1. Summary of various Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) methods for wind turbine (WT) inspections.

NDT Method Advantages Disadvantages Used in UVs

RGB cameras Easy-to-use, cheap
Surface damages only,

requires proper
illumination

UAVs [22,40,45]

Optical thermography Sub-surface damage
detection - UAVs [54]

Ultrasound Sub-surface damage
detection

Heavy equipment that
requires contact; Sensitive
to noise and aim accuracy

UAVs [55]

Sherography - Limited sub-surface
detection Robotic platform [56]

Radiography Sub-surface damage
detection Dangerous to use Robotic platforms [53]

Multi-spectral cameras Various spectral ranges Expensive UAVs [33,142]

5. Discussion and Future of Interior WTB Inspections

In previous sections, we described some of the challenges in designing and implement-
ing an UAV for interior WTB inspection. Among other issues, autonomous interior UAVs
have been limited by the computing power in the embedded computers [118]. To partially
alleviate this problem, cameras such as Intel Realsense [156] or OpenMV [157] could be
used. Intel’s Realsense cameras come with a vision processing unit, a microprocessor used
to help with machine vision computations. The rate, at which the data is processed on the
camera and is given to the flight controller, allows the UAV to meet real-time requirements
for navigational data. While Intel Realsense cameras have been successfully applied in
UAVs [158,159], the downside of these cameras is the weight and limited access to the code.
While weaker than Intel’s Realsense cameras, OpenMV is an open source camera that can
be used to implement custom machine vision tasks directly on the camera. Such cameras
would allow the UAV to receive already processed vision-based sensor information, such
as V-SLAM outputs, and instead focus on applying the data in real-time. As these cam-
eras mature, we can expect to see more lightweight cameras that can perform complex
vision-based calculations in real-time.

With other hardware also evolving, the UAVs could become lighter due to advances
in battery technology, materials used in UAV frame or propellers or more powerful motors.
Giving the UAVs ability to carry more weight would allow the reduction of size or the usage
of more sensors, cameras and computers. Conversely, as the research in WTs continues, the
size of the WTBs continues to grow [101]. A larger blade would allow an UAV with longer
propellers to operate without colliding with the walls of the blade. Longer propellers
would produce more thrust, allowing the UAV to both carry heavier equipment and travel
faster, at the cost of increased power consumption and size. Alternatively, the UAV could
be equipped with more motors to achieve similar results while also introducing some
redundancy. As the demand for confined space UAVs grows, specialized algorithms
could also be developed. For example, having a better understanding of aerodynamic
disturbances and other forces affecting UAVs in confined spaces could allow the UAV to
harness these forces to its advantage.

If the market for interior WTB inspections using UAVs starts to develop, newly built
WTs could be built with special accommodation for these UAVs. For instance, charging
stations proposed in [83] could be included in the nacelle, allowing the UAV to recharge
its battery between blade inspections without the need to leave the WT. Moreover, these
charging stations would allow the UAV to remain inside the WT at all times, so the
inspections could be performed remotely, even if the weather conditions are unfavourable
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for the crew to be present. Relay stations could also be built in the nacelle, boosting the
signal strength. These signals would allow the data transmitter by the UAV to be received
in better quality and at larger distances, potentially allowing an inspection of offshore WT
from land with nearly instantaneous feedback. WTBs could also be equipped with special
markers, such as Apriltags [160] or emitters similar to the ones used in [133], allowing the
UAV to navigate the blade more easily by following a known path instead. Furthermore, if
interior WTB inspection using UAVs becomes the new standard, WT owners could also
upgrade existing WTs to better accommodate the UAVs. This can be compared to the
electrical vehicle infrastructure, that continues to expand as the market grows [161,162].
However, in order for WT owners to consider making changes to new or existing WTs to
better accomodate the inspection UAVs, the inspection method needs to be proven viable
and affordable. Therefore, autonomous or manually controlled UAVs that rely only on their
own hardware and information need to be developed first, in order to prove the viability
of interior WTB inspections using UAVs and attract enough attention.

Therefore, interior WTB inspection UAVs can benefit from further research in machine
vision hardware and software. Better understanding of aerodynamic disturbances and
other forces affecting UAVs in confined space could also bring benefits. As the demand
increases, WTs could include infrastructure that benefits the interior WTB inspection UAVs.

6. Conclusions

Given the risks of manned interior WTB inspections and the benefits seen in the
usage of UVs for exterior WT inspections, in this paper we analysed the benefits and the
challenges of using UAVs for interior WTB inspections. UAVs are potentially capable of
handling the constrained and uneven space of the WTB better than wheeled or robotic UVs.
However, operating an UAV in an enclosed, constrained space also produces aerodynamic
disturbances in terms of ground, wall and ceiling effects. Enclosed space with no sunlight
and uneven low-texture surfaces are some of the challenges for localization and navigation,
and the size of the blade was identified to be a limiting factor for the size of the UAV. A
brief comparison between manually controlled and autonomous UAVs has revealed that
autonomous UAVs have an advantage of more efficient and cheaper inspections at the
price of higher production cost and design challenges. On the other hand, navigation
and localization in an enclosed and constrained space for UAVs is a broad topic and
the implementation is a challenging task, even for manually controlled UAVs. Several
potential methods for navigation and localization can be considered, however, due to
unique environment of a WTB interior, the viability and efficiency of these methods is
unknown. However, interior WTB inspection UAVs could create a new market, attracting
more researchers and investors. Future WTs could be constructed with accommodation
of interior inspection UAVs in mind, improving the UAVs’ capabilities. Therefore, the
potential benefits of using manually controlled or autonomous UAVs for the task of interior
WTB inspection warrant further research.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

WT Wind turbine
WTB Wind turbine blade
GNSS Global navigation satellite system
IPS Indoor positioning System
AI Artificial intelligence
UV Unmanned vehicle
UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle
ToF Time-of-flight
NDT Non-destructive testing
SLAM Simultaneous localization and mapping
V-SLAM Visual simultaneous localization and mapping
LiDAR Light detection and ranging
MPC Model predictive control
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